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ABSTRACT: AThe more important theories and concepts. involved
in the analysis and design of vessels ~subjected to external
pressure are reviewed and-discussed. Using the analysis .,Of
6ne investigator as a foundation, an equation ii fo6rmla ted.
which is s§ubsequently employed in the cofltruatiofl of chbarts'

*foi' practical design. 'The charts -will yield An- optimum deli m
with a safety fact-or of unity since they incorporiate a para-,
meter for- out -of-roundness ", a fabrication -anonialy hneretofor-e

*accounted for by the, application of factors, to classi.cal pe6--
f ect-shell theory., Ranges-of desigpn paramete'rs eand o4eratiiia
depths that will f ifid prima ry uisage in the f i'Id of- underwator
ordnance are covered. A typical design examole -of ,a :pressuim.
hull for an vui"d rsea, weapon is, pres~*ited in conclusion.
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This report rev-.ews classical pressure vessel theory and
employs, it as,,' foundation for the development of charts
for the pracfcical design of underwater ordnance p-essuire
hjulls. The work was performed under Task Nuimber NOL-NPJ-
p1-55. r.,Marvin Burns, former with the Naval Ordnance

Labor p.t6ry, aided the author in conducting literature
surves and in reviewing prior investigations. The opinions
cAd data preseiAted herein represent the conclusions of the
Underwater Ordnance Department of the U. S. Naval Ordnance
.Laboratory
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779E. DESIGN OF VES!SELS FOR ITNDEflNATER ORDNANCE

I.INTRODITCTION

-' 1~,The analysis anid design -of vesse-ls o'ubjected- to extcrnal
*Pressure~ has r~eceived extensive con!iideration in classical
li&4ture 'since the :latter part oi. the 19thcnu.Te
p a th 'p~kivq'uad by the niajority of inVestigators has b6een one
based on Vhe; exact mrithema'ticAl iiethods o'f the theory of
'la st Iei ty, , logical eprollary to this, ima'thema' ical

perfecdtioh of f ormr of a vessel is' lways assumed. Factors
wihich may considerab-ly influee the, collapse pressure of
a vessel*, in par, Dticudlar out-of'-rouhdne a 9 are digsre garde d.
As a 9 consequence, 'the paialdesigner, aware that perf,-..

tio ofform i iposie tuichipiie even with the most
pr'ecise mantifadturing-prodess, U inVariably abandon the
rigorous path in favor .of' a sh ort cw-, The latter takes tre
form, of, ru16e-ot-thum6 -formula&, em~piricim, -fnd apca'6n
-Or A '"factor of safety",. -The -resul- t is a -desigil *hich, thoug-1
alwaya adequate, is virtually never optimum*

2. This approach is entir-,ly satisfactory where the 'nature
of the vessel application pjermits, or warrants -the, ikeitable
overdesigzn resulting, from -aeof ;irge safet* factors. Th6:

A&SM.E.Boiler Code,fieape re'oimmneds a factor of

3. Oeraionl rqui6maens of modern deep-running undaerwoeter

ordnance (a a well as .theii targets-) Are s)uch', -however,' th at
overdesign is undesirable. Piarticulrnrly iii instances where an

*ittdils -tac'tioal use requires that. it -be airborne, a minimium
'Weight, i-nvestienA is iziprtivw., It follows, thien, that a~n
optimum, veasel design fo-,. ordnance should-bebseonaft?
.of safety of 'uhity with no sacr-iflce o'f -rclility. To 46nieve
this, expressiona' or "factors" heretofo're',xsed to wed classiesil
perfect-shell theory to practical fabrication''auit be dinearded-

-andl a more exacting 3eatgi procedure, purweued

4. It is the purpose of this9 report tD, outline, and-present
th. results of such a procedure, with particular- application
to a sh1l design problin encountered at the U. 3'0ava
Ordnance -Laboratory during the develop~ment .of an I underwater

;7 --we~po -- qirn eoaV -depth i of 'Operation-. -The restUlts, a-e
sur'aizad in the -form of charts' which cover ranges of
gec'metrical paramete:rs anhd'operating depths most commonly
AP~iicab1,e to similar weapons 'in order tjhtftr ein
-my- beg readily carried out.. 'In addition, classical theory
will 'be reviewed and a b AJ.iogiaphy appended to facilitate
further pursuit of the siub jeete~
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A. ftresses in Thin Shells

5. The discussion is limited to the case of thin-walled 7essels
wherein the outer :a.mieter of the shell is large in comparison to
the well thickness. 'he usual requirement Is that the thickness
bA less than one tenth the radius. For such shells unoer pressure,
whether internal or external, the state of stress in the gall Is
triaxial with a practically uniform distribution throughout
the thickness provided that ne abrupt changes in thickners,
slope, or curvature exist., At any point there is a hoop stress
acting along the circumference, a meridional stress in the
longitudinal direction, and a radial stress. The latter is
small and usually neglected.

6. For any figure of revolution the hoop stress is given by

and the meridional stress by

= (2)

where R is the hoop radius of curvature and r the meridional0
The wall thickness $s t, and the preaie R. -Inernal and
external prfessure apdrh urstinguished by assigning the proper
sign to P so as to Yield tensile stresses for the case. of
internal pressure and compressive for external.

7. For a cylinder, where the meriditinal radius of curvature is
infinite,, equation (1) reduo;es to

S = a(I)
H t

indicating that for this f igre hoop stress, is twice ar large,
as, meridional stress.

.8 -rFor--a-spherej where -hoop- and- -merdiol ara , re- equivi-nt,
equation (1) reduces to

H- 22
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indicating that for this figure hoop and merldional 9tressi er
equal in magnitude.

9. Equations (1) and (2), then, define one method of failure
pressure vessels, namely yielding. The destructive press-ire !
seen to be a function only of the mechanical stren'th of the
material and the thickness to diameter ratio of the shell. The
equations apply equally to eases concerning internal or external
pressure, in the former failure being a result of bursting and
in the latter of crushing.

10. It is here, however, that any similarity between the two
types of loading conditions terminates. ,Vhereas for internal
pressure a single stress equation may completely define a vesse..
design, for external pressure failure is generally not predict-

able by a single formula.

5. Elastic Instability of Thin Cylindrical Shells

11. A majority of ordnance applications involve shells of
cylindrical geometry and it will be seen that this is the most
critical case. For a given major diameter and wall thickness
a vessel of double curvature Is surdier. One evidence of this
is apparent from the previous section where, for the limiting
case of a sphere, hoop stress was found to be half that for a
cylinder under equivalent loading.

12. Vessels under external pressure are analogous in behavior
to coluf'ns.

13. One example of this analogy can be found in the vessel
of proper geometry, i.e., short and relatively thick-walled,
which fails by crushing when the stress as defined by equation
(la) exceeds the compressive yield strength of the material.
This is akin to the short stocky column under end compressive
forces. It undergoes a reduction in length parallel to the
line of force application'*and stresses, uniform across any
section, are found simply'by dividing load by cross-sectional area.

14. It will be noted that in the above paragraph an adjective
pertaining to vessel geometry has been introducee which was not
previously mentioned, the term "short". For extcurnal pressure
applications, the length to diameter ratio of a vessel is
equally as important as its thickness to diameter ratio,

15. For vessels having closely spaced bulkheads or stiffening
rings collapse is governed by the stress equations of the
previous section which are independent of L/D. As the distance
between end closures is increased, the analogy approaches tVIt
of the long, slender canumn and lenct becones en importent
parameter. As supports are Curt' er and further removed a point
is reached where they exert no appreciable influence on the
central portion of the shell and, once aain, collapse is

-4 3
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independent of L/D Ve~isels of 1,is type are more truly
tigrmred pipes or tubes and the min'mum. len,th of vessel
for conqiidez'ation as t~'his destiated as the '"cr~tical
length". Tlils quantity has been variously defined by almost
tvery invebtigator and may be of the order of 6 to 8 diameters
-n lenath. Since underwvater ordnance applications with such
high LZL, ratios are uncommon, pipes will rot be considered hereinit

16. Attention, nows. will be confined to the vessel~ category
where length is a determinative quantity, as it Is in the slender
column,

17. The latter, whcin 3ubjected to end comprodsive loads,
suffers a r~duction in leng~n through lateral boniing and/or
twisting rather tha'1 axial .:.ompression. Continued application
of load results in progressively increasing deflections which
in turn increase the bending moment arm a:.d thus further increase
deflectioni, etc., until the entire train of events is climnaxed
by sudden and dramatic collapse of' the structure. Failure is a
result of buckling or elastic instability and occurs at stress
levels lower than those corresponding to the yield strength of
the material. The minimum value, of load that makes the strructure
unstable is called the critical load and is predictable from
column, formulas such as the well known Euler equation. It In
a function only of the column's geoql~try and the 3lastic modulus
of the impterial.

18, The behavior of vesvels under uniform external pressure ia
entirely similar. Failure may occur due to Instability of the
shell at stress values, its computed from the hoop 2traaa
equation, which are low* The unsupported length of shell in
significant not only in establishing the niture of failure
(yielding or buckling), and the magnitude of the critical
pressure, but also in determining the pattern of the dharacteristic
bunkles or lobes which form around the circumference at collapse.
The number of these bulgeq it. a funotion of the, rigidity of
the shell and the energry availaible for deforniation,, the minImum,
riumber consistent with the existing energy level always,. bei ng
formed, The least rigid shell,. i.e., the long pipe 'or tubi,
for instance, is merely squeezed-flat at mid-;p afi. This-
constitutes a two-lobe collipse. As the rinupported lIength
is decreased, nhell rigidity ii increasingly obtained,,and,
obviously, the energy requiremnents for ,deforrnation .iicrease.
The -consequenc6-of this 1s tha buckle fieq(M cylerea'ses,,but
alitud-3 decreases, fo -t 'ak s ea en*ergy to fpru -,,*ity sallai

bulgets than to squeeze a. hlflt

19. The analogy between coluns and chelli iv apparentl-y two!-.
fold, '-for not only mnay silailes be di'awn an t,; 'their- behavior, but
apparently there exist jrtst * as ny equations de-fiing 'ahell
instability as there are coouinformulas. The, present text
Nhal. be limited to th.oue- of 6hief intere;st in thei design of
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underwater ordnance, i.e., those which include the effect of
both radially and axially applied uniform pressure.

20. One of the earliasb and potsibly best analyses of shell
instability which considers all the significant parameters is
that or von Mises (1)*:

P t W- 2 -E(---

Ik In 2L

wh~(,~ere ~ [i+( A)[,+(, +1( ,-,)-

aid D

and

Pcr critical (collapse) pressure

: Fosson's ratio

E z modulus of elasticity

n z -number of lobes in buckled pattern

L v unsupported length-of shell

D z mean diameter of shell (taken as outer diameter
for thin shells with negligible error)

t z thickness of -shell material

21. The von Mimes formula has been adapted and simplified
in one form or another by many subsequent an&lysts. The
most noteworthy of these is the contribution of WinderAburg
and Trilling (2) at the U. S. Experimental Model Basin.
Their approximation is independent of the number of lobes and
it is claimed by the authors that it checks the von Mises
equation very closely, the average deviation being about one percent.

*NUmbers In parenthesos correspond to references li-tad

in
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Pcr = ~~-(4t)

22. Starm (3) (4) in an extensive work based on shell theory
pr-oposed by Donnell (5) developed a relationship of very
simple form for collapse pressure:

Pcr K E (t/D) 3 (5)

where K is a coefficient dependent on L/D; t/D; n; and the
end c6Hditions of the vessel.

23. As previo.sly noted, the nuimber of lobes appearing at
collapse is explicitly related to vessel geometry and must be
the mini=.ai integer for each case. rfis plus the faCt thmt n
is therefore, an implicit function of -K, has made it possible
for Sturm to prepare charts unique in-that they present the
variation of four quantities on a single coordinate system.
For any vessel L/D and 't/D the values of K and n may be readily
determiiaed. It is then a simple nmtter tF deter-ine the collapse
pressure from equation (5). The charts coyer all :possible
loading conditions. These include vessels with fixed or simply
supported ends for pressure applied either axially, radially,
or in both directions.

24. The A.S.M.E. Boiler Code (6) recommends the following
conservative formulas:

Per 27 zE for L 0.023 (6)

Pcr- z.34 S- o-> o.o Z3 ()

where Sv is material yield strength and other terms aS
previously defined.

25. It will be noted that as thickness is increased beyond
a certain value, and consequently there is a gair in shell

6
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rigidity, there is greater tendency for failure to occur bi
yielding. This is evidenced by the introduction of the yield
strength.

26. The preceding outlines some of the major contriLations in
the field of analysis and design of thin cylindrical shells Lnder
external pressure. Many more original works and extensions
of previous investigations may be found in the literature. T!,€
appended bibliography is offered as a guide.

C. Elastic Instability of Thin
Shells of Double Curvature

27. Spherical shells may also suffer an instability collapse
and a number of formulas for the prediction of their critical
pressure exist. The two most commonly employed are those of
Timshenko (7):

per z , (8)

And Tsien (8):

Pe (9)

These may be used to check the stability of hemispherical
bulkheads frequently used as end closures on pressure vessels.

28. Shells other than those of cylindrical or spherical
geometry have escaped the Wealth of attention directed toward
the latter two. No proven formula for the critical pressure
of odd-shaped vessels of double-curvature is known to exist.

29. it is .isually ;i.- case in practical applications that a
doubie-curvature section Is Joined to a cylindrical one and
that manufacturing expediency dictates that the two shall, be
of equal wall thickness. Fov this condition, it has already
been pointed out that stresL ;ise the vessel having double-
curvature is superior in strength to the cylindrical one.
T.e- hop stress eouations previously cited show that a faptor
indicative of increased strength will vary as does the meridional
radius of curvature, reaching a maximum value of two for a
"phere.

7-
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', 'irl Yrly, ]t can I,# shown that stability-wise t'e shell
of .,J'i - rvature Is more rivid tian a cylinder. CornDerison

l' ,,,rl v ,it1- the least rI id cyl indrlcal vesaesl (the
ir"n t. ly 0 n ] p p-e) w',ose equation for critcal pressitre

1 (io(1 )

31. It may be seen fro, examination of equations (8) and (10)
that the spherical vessel has a critical pressure greater
than that of a pipe by a factor of 2.2 (_).

t
3>. It is thus evident that application of double-curvature
to a design based on a simple cylinder will provide an increase
in collapse pressure from both the standpoints of yielding
and instability.

D. Limitations in the Application
of Perfect Shell Theory

33. Thus far it has been presumed that the perfect shall
has been complemented by the perfect material and that vessel
collapse occurs by either of two distinct modes of failure;
yielding or elastJc instability. However, failure may also
occur as, a combination of both plastic flow and instability.

34. Wa'en a material is stressed beyond its elastic limit its
usefulness as a load-carrier is by no means at an end, yet,
at this point, it no longer follows Hooke's law, The
proportionality between stress and strain is no longer the
constant Yourts modulus which has appeared in all the stability
equations. The reduction in value of the elastic modulus
progresses as the plastic region is increasingly penetrated.

35. The existing expressions for collapsing pressure may,
however, be applied to shells stressed beyond the elastic
limit if a suitable "effective modulus" is substituted for
Young' s modulus.

36. Sturm (3) has proposed three values for an effeet've modulus,
each applicable to a particular stress level. His three cases
are: (1) the average stress is between the elastic limit and
the yicld strcng'h, (") the average stress is between the yi3ld
strength and the ultimate strength, and (3) the average stres
is below the elastic limit but because of eccb trAcities, the
maximum stress in the shell exoeeds it.

8
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37. Sturm's third case is considered most applicab1P to
d esigns where the maximum stress developed in the 3Piell will
be limited to the yield strength or the matarial. The equation
Tor reduced modulus, E', under theso conditions is:

E -E I,.- .( / S e  ?_.11
ES, ): (1I)

where ST is the maximum stress in the shell, S. and Su the
elastic limit and ultimate strength of the material re:ipectively,
and the remaining terms as previously defined.

38. The major limitation of perfect shell theory stems from
the fact that the perfect shell is virtually nonexistent.
It has been observed repeatedly that test results, even on
?3tensibly identical vessels under equivalent conditions, are
rarely duplicated and show considerable departure froin perfect
shell theory.

39. Lack of perfection in a shell may be due to any of numerous
fabric.tion irregularities such as surface discontinuities,
nonhomogeneity and anigotropism of material, and out-of-roundness.

40. In & str:zz analysis it is possible to accurately account
for many factors which cause departure from the perfect structure.
A stability calculation, on the other hand, since lt does not
represent the physical process actually taking place, makes
inclusion of all irregular influences an impossibility. Thus,
perfect shell theory substitutes for the actual conditions a
greatly idealized limiting case and the uncertainty of the
process ts reckoned with through the application of a "aafe :y
factor".

41. Th 4i term "safety factor" when applied to a stability
calculation is in reality a misnomer, for, to the machine
designer, it is truly defined as the ratio of the strength
of a material to the maximum calculated stress. It is obvious
that when any of the perfect shell theories are applied no such
concept enters the mind of the vessel designer. The factor
he employs to transform theory into hardware is more aptly
terme* an "ignorance factor".

42. In machine design the use of a safety factor is standard
practice and is based not only on manu-cttung anonalcea but
on cost of replacement and possible damage to lives and property
in the event of failure.

43. In underwater ordnance design, where operation is usually
a one-time proposition, cost of replacement is no factor.

9
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Damace is the ultimate goal, and the safety of personnel, at
least from the standpoint of merely the pressure vessel, does
rot enter the picture. Personnel, that is, personnel whose
safety" it is desirable to perpetuate, tre not supposed to

be present when the structure is in Its intended environment
of criticality -great depths of seR water. Minimum weight
investment Is invariably of cardinal importance and this decrees
t.hat use of factors, whatever they be called, be kept to a minimum.

44 The most commonly encountered imperfection in pressure
vessels, one which has marked effect on lowering their strength,
is eccentricity, or out-of-roundness. It is the initial
deviation of a c.rcular cross-section of the structure from the
ideal geometrical shape.

45. Out-of-roundness will occur even with the most precise
manufacturing techniques. It must be "lived with" after
fruition of a design, hence it is proper that it be accounted
for during its conception. If this is done, and a rigid
inspection for material flaws and fabrication irregularities
is carried out, the ultimate product will be the optimum.

E. The Out-of-Round Shell

46. Two of the few contributions on the subject of eccentric
vessels are those of Stunm (3) and Holt (11).

47. The latter is actually based on the work of the former and
is primarily intended for modification of the A.S.M.E. Boiler
Code. This has allowed Holt to incorporate in his analysis a
factor proposed by the Boiler Code which limits vessel out-of-
roundness to that value which reduces critical pressure to
80 percent of that of the corresponding perfect shell. Ensuing
manipulations result in development of a parameter, _, which
is ostensibly only a function of vessel geometry and universally
applicable to all materials. This is finally used in an
expression relating out-of-roundness to vessel geometry,
operating pressure, and material strength:

A M + 35 t~i fig)
- r ' 5 ""

where LH ia the maximum deviation of the radius from that
of a true circle, P is the deslan prensure, S the design
stress, Q a parameter which a fTunCtion only 0T L/D, and the
other terms as previously defined.

10
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46. It will be noted that the matorial. property of detormlnatlve
influence in statlity calculation, tne elastio molui3s, is
absent. .n reality, its influence is concealed in the
"universal" parameter S.

49. Consider the hypothetical example wherein two vessels,
idertical in geometry (including out-of-roundness) and made
of materials identical in mechanical strength bt.t having
different elastic moduli, are investigaced for collapsing
pressure. It will be found that results from the original
Sturm equation vastly differ from those obtained from ejuation :12).
Obviously, for a fixed geometry and material strength the
latter will yield equivalent collapse pressures Vether the
vessel has the high elastic modulus of steel or the low one of
aluminum.

50. It may be concluded, then, that Holt's work i limited in
scope to finding the singular value of out-of-roundness for a
vessel which will reduce its critical pressure to 80 percent
of that for a perfect shell. Any attempt to apply it to calclate
collapse pressures for arbitrary values of out-of-roundness
will prove meaningless.

51. The original equation for out-of-round vessels from
Sturm (3) is:

r 4R_ _ _ L- _ (13)

where P1 is the collapse pressure for the cut-of-round shell,
P, the Ssllapse pressure for the corresponding perfect shell,
S-the stress level existing at collapse, and the other terms
as previously defined.

52. It will be modified slightly to Improve its manipulatabIlity
and applicability to underwater ordnance design, end then used
as a foundation for the construction of vessel dosign charts.
It is apparent from examination of the equation that to arrive
at solutions for P1 or /D directi* would involve tedlous
trial and error, r

53. Before proceeding, however, it would be well to return to
..M..n n.A.... the q.uatln Of Sti' baPi what a perhaps thi

most vivid of all similarities to a columi for=la.

13.



I.t :i-;y be coiparvd to ti.e secant formula for eccentrically

... (14)

ere er is tie critical value of axially applied force, a
i cro!.s-sectional area, c the distance to thie ventral axis,
tlA& length of column, ,; t ie radius of gyration of the cross-
,2tion about the ventral axis, e the eccentricity, and the
_maining terms as previously deTined.

. The similarity between equations (13) and (14) is readily
nparent. The critical load appears in both the left and right
and sides making trial and error or graphical means the most
Easible approach for solution. For the perfect column, e = 0,
.;-iation (14) lu.s two solutions corresponding to the two modes
f failure possible: Fcr= aS (direct compression), and

•ecant 6Fo which reduces to Euler's equation for

, perfect column: F aE2 L/p)2  (instabliity). For the

)effect shell, 0 equation (2.3) also has two solutions:
cr = 2S(t/D (hoop compression),' and P'cr "Pcr (critical

ressure for instability of perfect shell).

i56. The effect of eccentricity in a shell is, as in a column,
to introduce bending in addition to direct stress. The maximia
stress is therefore the sum of the twc. Sturm gives as the
,maximum direct stress the hoop stress SHl as defined by equation
(la) and as. the maximum bending stress resulting fro= an.
initial out-of-roundness nR:

;7 t /nc-, -AP
SB 2(1--3 . ~.__ __t P,.A -- j (15) P

57. Equation (15) is based on the flexure formula which ,assumes
that stress varies directly with distance from the neutral axis
and is not valid past the elastic limit. For ductile mat.erials
failure occurs in- the plastic range and the actual stress in a
beam is not that defined by S z lc/I but, some lcoer v AIe,, it
follovs that greater ultimate and yield strengths may be develop6d
in flexure than in simple stress. Beyond. the .elastic limit the
flexure for~la 'mayr be considered an empirical relationship usedto define the maxImum' senduJ.g-- ... . ! nd -MO~dDlu w Af

rupture, of a beam. The modulus of rupture has been suggest-ed
to be 1.5 times greater than the yield strength for ductile

terials (12).

12
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wher, ""n is te nt- bed Ing. stress 'Die to an-1rption of

rhain, m moitt,_ ond SA Isa d e fned hy kiq-tlon 1~

59,. ItD ina be pplntee- out tbat Holt (11) applies a "I P P6
app-arent strength Increase faotor to total stxress (sum of
and S). This.t i poroximately equivaTlnt to -thwpient
art he 1.5 fee'tor to only the banding corfponint fox- t le c" o
eq9ual stress 3revels in bot' berdIn- and direct Stress. Tt 'AS

howeverb, thast the letter procedure is more correet -Z nce, sn'Par~
Incro'asei in strength &1,6 United to flevirel 16ading.

60. If the sum of the hoop i'trssiequiatlon (le), mrd #7he aev3 nA
stress., equation (iais assigned as, a iinaximuim -*Al,-e H-0 1~
strength of the mwlteirlal (.ipresuming this to be t -e liml-t of lts
useflness), 'then iui expres.-ion defining t-fe jr~tl'aal press'jrt
for an out-of-round vessel Is obtained t1*'at 44s s-mi1sr to ts

* . ~or Stuiri: z~

(Vcr)( r'r

61. Th1,e dIfXference between: eqistions (1i10 and (1A) lies in t
factor df '?0 apPearing' in the- denominator of tl-e rlgh snd11 die
as & rC3sult of the Incr60s6d tlexural strength, and In iite oP
the dimension1ess rati04.R/D rather thanLR/t. Thvjs '-as been
;%dcpted since In most desir-h Drobleins wall t--,cknes3 1A the
urnXiriown qisntity to be solvid for, and a nominal outier 1'xeter

is usallyspecified._

6%?. Equation (1)aybe modified to fac~lItate romputbilo as

flt-ws
N+

0 - -I
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rr 7 : t/D~ (18)
p

I> the prejvure at which hoop stress equals the yield
ntrength of the material. Sibatituting equations (17) and
(1P) 'n eqiatlon (1) and 'olv f. for tR/D.

A R - (RP.r)(Pcr-PC*t))

~EP~r

67. Presentation of equation (16) in the form of equation
(10) makes the result o' reducing eccentricity to zero
irziediately apparent. The two solutions corresponding to
the two modes of fallure of perfedt shells argi

P'cr : P(hoop compressi' n), and P'cr P Per tinstabiiity collapse )-.

64. For the materials %ommonly used in pressure vessel tabricao
tion Poisson's ratio may be assigned the constant value 0.3. The
quantity 0, therefore, is a function only of t/D and L/D since
n, it will be recalled, is a function of the same parameters.
r is defined by Sturm's equation for the perfect shell, equation

(5).

65. Vessels used as pressure hulls for underwater ordnance are
subjected to axial and radial loadin g and the worst case for end
oonditions Is that of simple support. The ippropriat, chart from
Sturm for these conditions, reproduced herein as Figure 1, may be
used to define K and n for specified values of t/D and L/D. These
in turn, with equatlons (5) and (17), are employed to prepare
chairts showing the variation of P:V/ and - with t/D sAd L/D, as
are shown in Figures 2 and r resp ttvely.

66. For a vessel of known proportions and of known material
(E and S defined), Figures 1, 1, and . ai-d equations (18) and
(19) maybe utilized to arrive at many 'quantities of interiest.
The oritlcal pressure for -iatabllity failure of th& pOrfect
shell, the pressure required foi failure in direct stress. tl.p
maxiim allowable out-of-ounhe for any opienn presepie,
%nd the number of lobes to be expeted at collapse ae ill
readily deduced. In addition, equation (19), when used in
conjunction with Figures 2 and 3g lends itself to mor pr etteablo
computation by tr al- and error of 'e r es e fOe a
vessel of specified out-of-roundnress.

67. Out-of-roundneas of a pressure Vessel is MIKIflcs-nt: not
orUy In Imnitude but in orlontation as veil. it -wii o. wie-
that the buckled pattr- om  a shell gt collapse is pVrdeteiqdned
by ±ts proportions. Any Initial etbryone lobular fort!.uo
coreasponding to the inierent Collapse pattern will hive i~ium*
offect in pricipitating Brly failure. Obae rved IT t"V do,"etion
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from the round to be applied in equation (19) should therefore
be limited' to the worst reading over a specific arc or c-ord
length tlt corresponds to the natural collapse pattern. ."olt
(11, presents a chart for determInation of t'Is arc or chord
lent1h as a function of t/D and L/D. It is reprod,,ced in the
present report as Figure 4.

F. Reinforcing Rings

68. For vessels shorter than the critical length, the parameter
L/D enters into stability equations. The term L is defined as
the lensgth of shell .)etween transverse or circumferential supports
These supports may trke the form of either stiffening r-n-s or t-e

-actual end closure or bulkhead. Their function is to preserve tVe
circular form of the hull so that shell failure will not occur
prematurely, and they must therefore possess adequate rigidity.
ihen a bulkhead is used', reinforcement is automatic and the seetio
will invariatly be more rigid than required. ;hen a ring or fManz
is used Fs a support, its required moment of inertia m,,st be
determined.

69. Christensen (13) presents the following formula defining
tht required moment of inertia of a stiffening ring in terms of
she6l geometry and operating pressure-:

1r =LD 0 1( P)

III. CHARTS FOR DESIGN

70. In section (e) bf the Analysis the various qu anitias that
could be readily deduced for a known shell using Figures 1, 0,
and 3 and equations (18) and (19) were enumerated. When the
situation is reversed i.e., some function of the geonetry of a
shell of .pecified out-ot-roundkess If desired, it is apparent
that a calculation involviing successive trials must be- resorted
to. Por example, if t/Dwere the unknown for all other quantities
known, accessive eitimates of t/D would definq successive values

6 vr, pt and P to'be tested in equation (19) unti'l ultimately
the one value of7 t/D that satfafies the equation is found.

71. To circumvent this, chartx have been prepared that are
primnrily intended for the designer of hulls for underwater
ordnance.

is

"I-

L.



tn. 4cre reqni- dpth of operAtlAon I's ,;sua'lly qppeiffe'i
fr~ in -tn rsea wtv-apon, the i-harts nhoai pr-sslire in tnrms of
le#t of sotr. waiter. A derntv range of 500 to ';000 feet Is covered
in 1,nte.-va'.9 of 500 feet. At each depth the variation of t/D
wit- :L'/Rt Is indicated for the specifl~b values of L/D that lave

fo'ird most common usage in this type of aPplica'Wion.

731 . Two materials finding ;,os-t conron acceptance in the fabrica-
tior of vessels for underwater operation are the SA17 4 --- series
of titeels and 61S aluminum, usually 'in the. T-4 condition. The
dosilfl charts are based on -the uisa of these materials.

74. The design charts for steel vessels are presented Rs Fii'ure 5,
those fo! -s;luminumi vessels a3 Fic7re 6.

'75. In conistruction of the design charts, -yield stxsrigths were
takenh as 60,000 psi and& " ,000 psi as typical values for the
steel.i '(10i 'and aluminum ft-S) re. pectively.

76. Strucitures tinder combined stress', such as the vessels under
consideration, display an increased yield strengt'h over that in
simdple stress, as predicted by the dIs torti on-energy tllepry.
This inareese Is of the same order of magritude ,is- the difference
between the -yield point and the elastic-limit foiJ' the materials
considered. "Since the yield streni'ths used in construction of
the charts 'are those in simple-dompre'ssion, it .wgs felt that, -so
long as the maximum stress un~der combin'id-loading was Ulm-ted to
these, values, linearity of the stress-strol1Fcrve would'be'main-
tained. Hence-, the valixes .for elastic modulus 'used In chart con-
struction were Young's- modulus, 30 x 106 psii and dO x 106 psi for
the steel and aluminum respectively..

77. Since the design charts take into -account. oit-of -roundness,
the primary motivation for application of a' deasigi factoir, they
ire, of course, based on a "safety" factor of unity.* JThe opra-

tigdepths indicatedaethdehafr- ealo
geometry defined by a point on a curve, C9onversely, forany'"'
specified operating depth,, a point on a curve df Ines tihe mxiun~
allowa-ble.L,/D and Q!YD and the minimurt. allowable' t/D.

'IV. A DESIGN PROBLEM

'76* The following is a review of an actual des1in'probleau
adjunctive to the general development protraiwof an undrsa
weapon- at the, U, S1. -Naval Ordnance Leboratory.
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'A. Statement of P Oblem

79. An underwater weapon case, w1 o'3 tatnticol .~se reqilres
that it -be ai*rborne and therefore of mini nium wei 1't and limite
outer diometer and lenc't ,, is to be destixned. The follomln' I'm
spedified:

a. Geometry. The case is to tLflsist of ~a cyilindr~cal
mid-sbction whose outer diameter muvst not exceed .31.5 inc1"es
and. whose length , free of any protruisions on the inner s'irfbce
due' to the 'nature of internal components,, shall be equal to one
diameter. Att ached' to the mid-section on one end will 'be an
ogival- forwa-a, section of approximately the same leiQth and'
whose well1 thl~ckness- is 'permitted to be eoqual to that of tle,
miid-section., At the othler end of the mid-se~tion, closure
shall be effected oy means of a-hemispherical bulkhead.

-b. Operating Depth. It is desired to investigate r-'94ns 'or
operation at bath 2500 and 3060 feet of sea water.

c.s Nkterials. in the interest 6P possiblo vrni,lit sevinq,
alumiinum,- in'-odditibn t~o steel, is to be iir2estigRete&' as a mater!LMA
for co'nstructfion.

d". Fabzr'catioh. Since the weapon case sliall lie thep cArryiing
vehicle- --cstl Internal components, As near Derect ~eshell
as possbewllb h goal, with'100 pcrcenit inspectioi to
'tollow.

B. Execuition of Design

80,, a. 'Mid-section. The restriction t'iat the Inner s'irfece
Oft hel'be"cean" inea-s 'that, no reinforcins r'Inas may
be usied within the, midsectiov, and' therefore 'the unsup'ported
length equxals the outer diameter:

L D'," 31.5 inches,,-, -L/D 01

Cons idera tion of manufacturinig techniques 6nd discuissioii with
fa6i'icatorsa of precision Vessels established -the fact that., for
daater of hs6dro magnitude, cdoncentri~ity- -can ~be rini-
'tined to*O.01,5 I~nch on 'the diameter. The worst possible oase
Of ,Ou't-bf -rou'Iidn s a will be that 'within the appropriate-ared length
speci1fied by~iue4 ohtehg n ow sides! of the toleneo
will be in.,-untered anr d t h e re"ef

A_ 0.015 inch;, _'l .000476

17
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,,stng the appropriate deSi'v" ,iarts, the fo'llowln - may now bn
obta'ined for the defCnf.d vw.,,, of LD and 6T[):

steel at Ps0o0t t/P 9 0 01o03; t 0.38S in.
steel at 3000': ./D = 0,013P0; t 0.435 in.

alunrnum at 2500': t/D = .0o 11; t 0.86 in.
aluminum at Z0001-: t/b = 0.03397; t x 1.048 in.

The ratio of weight of the aluminum shell to weight of the steel
shell will be in diicct proportiopto the product of wall thickness
and material density. Using 0- .1 /cu.in. as the density of
aluminum and 0.08A Ib./c-u.in. as, that of steel it 'is found:

,wt. of aluminum Aid-section at 2500' 0.80
wt. of steel midtection

wt. of aluminum itd-section at 3000t - 0.85
wt. of steel mid-se;'ction

It may be noted that for the same Increase in operating depth
a greater percentage increase in wall thickness (and therefore
weight) is reqdired fcr the aluminum than for the iteel vessel.

ba Forward' Section. Since the ogival forward section will
be of the same wall thickness as the mid-section and of the same
unsupported length, it wll be superior in strength to the mid-
section because of its d6uble-vurvature. 'No calculation isnecessary.

c. Bulkhead. The bulkhead 'is to be made of the same material
as the remainder of the ves-sel. It is probable that holea will becut in it at sometime for insertion of components. It is desirable,
therefore, that the blank be consldered in 'the light of this
eventun!It 7 . The effect of holes will be to act ao Stress-raisers.
Using equation (1b) and applying a stress-concentration factor of
1.5 as reported in reference (16) it may be found that:

steel bulkhead at 95001: t 'i 0. 20 in.
steel 'bulkhead at 3000': t ' 0.263 in.

aluminum bulkhead at PSO0': t x 0.0 7 in.
aluminum bulkhead it 3000': 't z 0.7SO in.

A checl: for stability of the bulkhead may be made using equatiof.
(9). Por the steel bulkhead of O.0 inch, thicknesis it in found
tha789:

'F * 1i89 psi. :

11
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This is connilerably .-reater than the corre.qDondinv prssire
at either the 9500, depth or at 3000'. The letter case. tnere-
fore, need not be checked. Similerly, for the altiminim hulk-eQ-

it is found that the minimum critical pressure ig:

P 4957 psi.
or

It. may be concluded that here, too, both bulkhead des!zs ere
qu4:Vte safe in stability.

d-. r R-inforcingRing. The flanging used to cor.nect the
orwarse- o tohe midsection will ;have to act as a reinfor,-ng

ring for. the latter, since the mid-section was der.gned on the
basis that one ehd of its unsupported length col- .:.des with the-
juncture of tho two pieces. Equation (20) may be used to specify
the minimum momex.t of inertia required for this flanging:

Steel at 2500': Ir = I.P31 in4 .
Steel at bO'00: Ir : L,447 in4 .

Aluminum at 25001: Ir : 2.343 in 4 .
Alulminum at 3000': Ir i 1.969 in4 ,

Unlike the ,steei hull, the aluminum hull requires flanging of
lesser ent Of Inertia at .0o feet than at p500 feet. This
'is due to the increased shell rigidity provided by the sreater
percentage Increase in wall tbicnkess required at t'e lower
depth 1 alumnUm-over steel (as .prevlously noted). 'The thickness
t '1meter ai appears- to the Cube -power as a subtractive ter-m
In equstioii (20) ..

e. Number of Lobes. The number of lobes to be expected at
col!apse i determined frq Figure 1:

for steel nid-section: n = 5
for alu*linm. mid-section: n = 4

C. Recapl tulation

81. For the following fixed conditons.:

IV. :. : 31 ,,5 inohes for the mid-section
Minimum Sv, for steel = 66,000 psi
Minimum SY for aluminum i P1,000 psi
Maximum out-of-rundness of mid-section "±0.015 inch

on diane ter.

39
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I I.q~erla S teeal Al um. Steel Alum~

ax. FR/D 0.000476 0.000476

>,nin. t/D 0.0 Z3! 0.09'il 0.01380 0.0,327

©mn. t (in.) 0.3F8 0.866 0.435 1.048

--no. of lobes 5 4 5 4

wt. ratio: al./stl, 0.80 0.85

bulkhead: rin. t (in.) 0.220 0.627 0.263 0.750

ring: min. I (in.4 ) .. 31 2.343 1.447 1.969
r -

-..

D. Inspection

89. No matter how tight the tolerances, how thorough the control
of material, and how precise the manufacturing process, a desJgn
in terme of hardware is very often not a reflection of what ap-
peared on the drafting board. However, insp3ction m d evaluation
may prove that many of the anomalies acquired during fabricatlon
are tolerable. Some may even cancel each other in effect.

83. The lattbr can well be the ease for pressure vessels for It
has been scen how the many parameters entering Into their behavior
are interrelated. An inspection program should take this into
account, Pnd, to better do so, a guide establi&hing limits on
quantities that may vary from the specified wpuld be helpful.

84. The above can boat be illustrated by using the design
example just presented. For the weapon ease designed the following
quantitiJes may very well turn out to be other than as soecified
Initialjy: t/D, E9/D, and S . (-Any variation in -L/D due to the
usual anufacturing tolerances will prove insignificant.)

85. A chart in'onded for the inspection of the mid-section of
the vessel just designed has been prepared and is resented as
Figure 7. It shows the allowable, variation of 0 BlD with t/D
;Or various values of steel yield r ength at each of the bpera.-
ting depths considered. Any number of fortuitous combinations
of the parameters involved will yiel" a vessel that meets opera-
tional requirements. The inspector may measure wall thiekness,
check out-of-roundnese, convert a hardness reading to yield

20
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strenwth, and he Is ready to coam,;lt t, P -hrt after ":rmln!
the proper dimensionl,-3q rAtlos. It ,v~ll Ire rer.tHp *-Pt : -n
he is measurln.7 ot-cf-roindness 'jij read.n; s IA 1 c.:.t"--d
to the proper arc lengths. 'Te s',old b -- rrcvied , r. v! co-r
Fi gure 4.
88. Figure 7 is for the desim7n in steel. 11eat trpmt-ent -

cold-working that occur in steel fabrie rs1on -Pke P ' * !-
of yield strengths possible for a ,,iven alloy. AI r.*ni d4 fTers
in that once an allo3 and temner are specified the yl. el str,= -tl
is Specified. The design At aluminum -'ms based on i... Df .lI-74
and the yield str~nm.t', is t-ierefore fixed at 01,00O ps K,.
remaining variables are t/P. and iR/D. The design fharts :or
aluminum vessels are therefore the inspection charts as .vell.

.5
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